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morning schedule with the parents as well as the child,
and all work together to put the plan into practice, the
best results will be obtained.
Attendance and promptness probably have been empha-
sized out of all proportion to their significance in the child's
development. They are the cause of much irritation. And
largely to keep the official record sheets looking well! As
cues to underlying problems of adjustment, however, they
have guidance value.
PROBLEMS    OF    DISCIPLINE
Every parent and teacher is confronted with the problem
of dealing with "naughty" children. One parent's method
is fundamentally sound. Before taking any action she sits
down and tries to imagine herself in the child's place and
to understand why he behaved in a particular way.
Primary children are not naturally "naughty." In fact,
there probably is no age period in which children co-operate
so willingly with adults, if conditions are favorable. The
necessity for punishment may be avoided by satisfying in
legitimate ways the basic needs of childhood. Children who
feel secure, achieve reasonable success, get the affection they
crave, and who have something definite, interesting, suitable,
and important to do are not likely to get into mischief.
They should have freedom to choose their own line of action
whenever possible. They should understand why the few-
sensible and reasonable rules of the home and classroom are
necessary so that they will be willing to obey them. This
is not difficult in the primary period because children of this
age tend to accept rather than question adult authority.
Moreover, in the majority of homes and classrooms the
proportion of reward to punishment should be much larger
than it is at present. A search through more than a thousand
biographies14 revealed that rewards, in retrospect at least,
were considered to be almost universally beneficial whereas
punishment appeared to do harm twice as often as good. *In
i* Edward L. rThorndike, et al.} Psychology of Wants, Interests and Atti-
tudes, p. 140. New York: Appleton-Century Company, 1935.

